
ROBERT DUNCAN does not hold a PhD and should not be called 
“Doctor.” 

This is what Duncan says about himself on drrobertduncan.com: "Dr. Robert Duncan holds 
multiple degrees from Harvard University and Dartmouth College amongst others. He has had 
the most expensive American education money can buy." He also says "I am the all American - 
prep school, Harvard College graduating with honors in computer science and a minor in 
premedical studies, and advanced degrees from Harvard and Dartmouth in business and science. 
My famous ancestors are President Lincoln, King Duncan of Scotland, and Governor William 
Bradford, the first governor of Massachusetts." On projectsoulcatcher.com he lists himself as 
"Robert P. Duncan A.B., S.M., M.B.A., Ph.D." 

So, while he claims a PhD (without any support) on projectsoulcatcher.com nowhere on 
https://www.drrobertduncan.com does Duncan claim to hold any kind of specific degree, but 
"advanced degrees" (multiple "advanced degrees") from Harvard and Dartmouth. Do you know 
any academic who talks about their history in this way? I don't.  How freaking hard is it to say "I 
received my (insert specific degree here) from (insert specific school here) in (insert date here)." 
Or, you know, post a curriculum vitae. 

And of course Duncan's demeanor is extremely unprofessional. He routinely resorts to personal 
insults when he's being challenged on factual matters. He also has poor spelling and grammar. 
What kind of idiots does Harvard graduate?

Regarding the real facts, I started here: 
http://exposinginfragard.blogspot.com/2012/07/dissecting-claims-of-robert-duncan.html
http://exposinginfragard.blogspot.com/2015/03/robert-duncans-harvard-degree-real-or.html

According the the second link, the photographed degree certificate posted by Duncan was a 
Master's Degree, seemingly from Harvard, though the writer argues that it appears to be forged 
(forged or not, a Master's Degree is not a PhD, obviously).

When I initially did this research, my understanding was that Duncan claimed to hold a 
doctorate from Harvard. I can no longer find this specific claim, nor can I find anywhere where 
he says he received a doctorate from any specific school. Just that, when asked to provide a 
degree, he provided what appeared to be Harvard (Masters) degree (possibly forged). According 
to this page, to find out for certain whether a person has a degree from Harvard, you have to at 
least know the school he or she graduated from: https://www.harvard.edu/about-
harvard/frequently-asked-questions/faq-verify-degree - and then you write to the registrar.

One thing Duncan *has* done is made repeated references to a dissertation he wrote, including 
the title, "Computer Generated Holograms." This can be searched here: 
https://hollis.harvard.edu/ and here result it returns: 
http://id.lib.harvard.edu/alma/990092329780203941/catalog

So Duncan published a Harvard thesis in 1991 - an UNDERGRADUATE thesis.  It appears to 
me that he likely has a B.S. from Harvard (in more ways than one). This doesn't make him a 
doctor, obviously. He's probably playing with a Beatles song reference: Dr. Robert. 
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